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DeNovoMAGIC™ and DeNovoMAX Service 

Reference genome production- whole genome sequencing and Assembly 
 
 

 DeNovoMAGIC™ and DeNovoMAX are complete, out-of-the-box, revolutionary service packages used in 
order to construct a full genome out of DNA samples.  
 
DeNovoMAGIC is a complete package with high coverage sequencing that is applicable for both homozygous 
(inbred) and heterozygous species including polyploid genomes. For Heterozygous and polyploid genomes 
DeNovoMAGIC features unique phasing ability to successfully differentiate homologous and homeologous 
alleles. This unique feature makes DeNovoMAGIC the currently only commercially and scientifically proven 
tool to assemble highly complex genomes. 
 
DeNovoMAX is a cost-effective and reduced costs solution for the assembly of high quality homozygous 
(inbred) genomes, including complex polyploid genomes. It is optimized to use the minimal coverage needed 
to produce high quality reference sequence. 
 
Both products utilize the sequencing bandwidth of NovaSeq6000 to produce more sequencing data at a 
significantly lower cost while maintaining high- quality and low error rates.     
 
Illumina®1 short read sequencing data is produced and a patent pending algorithm is used to identify 
sequence overlaps and to combine the short input sequences into long scaffolds.  
 
In addition to Illumina® short read sequencing data, synthetic long reads (10x chromium) data is utilized to 
significantly improve and enhance phasing and contiguity of the scaffolds. 
 
To further improve the contiguity and reduce gaps of the resulting assembly both products have an option to 
add long reads data (PacBio SMRT Sequell) on top of the existing short read based data. 
 
NRGene™’s unique service is an All-In-One package that saves the customer time and effort all the way from 
shipping the DNA samples to receiving the assembled Genome. 
The service includes: 

• DNA samples quality check (optional2) 
• Construction of genetic libraries (optional3) 
• Sequencing data production (optional3) 
• Sequencing data quality assurance procedures 
• Assembly of large scaffolds 
• Construction of Pseudo-chromosomes (optional)4 
• Final quality assurance procedures 

 
Additional Materials and methods description are available upon request for scientific publications.  
 

Deliverables 
 

With DeNovoMAGIC™ and DeNovoMAX service the customer can expect state-of-the-art genome 
assembly results with very high N50 and negligible unmapped gaps.   
DeNovoMAGIC™ deliverables include: 

1. Sequencing QC report and Raw sequence data5 .fastq files 
2. Statistical report of the assembly results 
3. Scaffolds .fasta files 

                                                
1 illumina® is a registered trademark of Illumina Inc. in the USA and\or other territories and is used by permission of its 
respectful owners.   
2 DNA samples quality requirements are described in NRGene’s standards “DeNovoMAGIC &DeNovoMAX DNA Extraction 
Standard-Quality and Handling Procedures v11 280519” 

3 Genomic libraries and Sequencing data produced are described in NRGene’s standards “DeNovoMAGIC  Sequencing data 
preparation-standard v12 290519” 
4 based on a reference genome supplied by the customer or publicly available. In case no high-quality reference genome is 
available than physical or genetic map need to be provided by the customer, and additional fees may be applicable. 
TraitMAGIC service might be used to produce a high density genetic map. 
5 Provided the sequencing has been done by NRGene™. 
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Sequencing QC report and Raw sequence data 
 

The QC report includes information regarding the data produced for the project. For example, libraries that 
were prepared, sequencing kits that were used, coverage yield and other technical information. In addition, 
the report includes general quality check results with various parameters that are mentioned in NRGene 
standards and are checked on a random representative sample of each library’s sequencing set.  

 

Statistical report 
 

 

The statistical report is generated once the assembly process has been finalized and analysis of the 

results is made available. The statistical report provides an overview of the assembly and its 

quality estimates such as N50/L50 and total assembly size. 

The integrity of the assembly undergoes several quality-assurance procedures such as the 

independent BUSCO benchmark (http://busco.ezlab.org) which is used to specifically assess the genic 

region integrity, ploidy and zygosity. 

Figure 1 below shows an example of the statistical report format: 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1- a template example of a Statistical report. 

 

Assembled Scaffolds results 
 

The result files are made available via a secured cloud bucket, and are organized in .fasta file. 

 

The final report may also include the construction of pseudo-chromosomes, given a reference 

genome or a genetic map is publicly available or provided by the customer (additional fees may be 

applicable for this service). 

 

For Heterozygous genomes DeNovoMAGIC™ 3.0 (not applicable for DeNovoMAX) also includes 

analysis of complete scaffolds phasing.   

 

Further analysis and genome-to-genome comparisons are also available by NRGene™’s PanMAGIC 

services or purchasing a license for NRGene™’s GenoMAGIC™ software package.  

Scaffolds stats 

Total scaffolds XXXXXXX 

Assembly size XXXXXXX 

Gaps size XXXXXXX 

Gaps % XX.XX% 

N50 XXXXXXX 

N50 #sequences XXXXXXX 

N90 XXXXXXX 

N90 #sequences XXXXXXX 

MAX XXXXXXX 

BUSCO 

Complete BUSCOs XXX (xx.xx%) 

Complete BUSCOs - Single-Copy XXX ( xx.xx%) 

Complete BUSCOS - Duplicated XXX ( xx.xx%) 

Fragmented BUSCOs XXX ( xx.xx%) 

Missing BUSCOs XXX ( xx.xx%) 

Total BUSCO groups searched XXX 
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